Cell Phone Towers

The signal from your phone gets picked up by these cells
GPS: Tracking by Satellites
Your Location Settings

“Maps” Would Like to Use Your Current Location
- Don’t Allow
- OK

“Camera” Would Like to Use Your Current Location
- Don’t Allow
- OK

Location Services
- ON

Location Services uses crowd-sourced Wi-Fi hotspot locations to determine your approximate location.

- 360
- ON
- Camera
- OFF
- Maps
- ON
- Yelp
- ON
- Find My iPad
- On

Volunteer Privacy Educators
Check-ins

CHECK-IN HERE ON foursquare

Check in to unlock specials, meet up with friends and explore what’s nearby.

foursquare.com
@foursquare
WiFi

Choose a Network...

- AAU
- AAU-1-DAY
- ✔ AAU-1x
- AAU-CONF-1
- AAU-CONF-2
- Other...

Ask to Join Networks

ON
Photo Tagging

Who's in These Photos?

The photos you uploaded were grouped automatically so you can quickly label and notify friends in these pictures. (Friends can always untag themselves.)
How does a computer recognize a photo of me?

Facial Recognition
What else can computers notice by looking at my face?

**Points of Recognition**

- Eyebrow shape key to determining mood of person.
- Jewellery can help software determine gender.
- Shadows cast by hair used to determine gender.
- Searches for shadows and wrinkles to help determine age.
- Software reads shape of lips to determine mood and gender.
- Computer software can assess the overall texture of skin to help determine age. Can also detect moles and other features.
**Busted!**

**NEW YORK**

New York State has arrested 2,500 crooks using scans of DMV pictures

The Cuomo administration revealed on Tuesday that the facial recognition technology has been in use since 2010. So far, it's caught identity thieves and individuals from the terrorism watch list.
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Facebook Activity Log

2011

Yesterday

8:29pm Arielle Aryah wrote on your Wall.

“Are you watching Glee right now?! I know how much you
love it.”

7:53pm Lizzy Craze wrote on your Wall.

“Hey Jane! Me and Annie missed you while we were hiking
last weekend! :( Next time?”

8:21pm Jane updated her status.

“So excited for my trip to Thailand next month! I can’t wait
to explore places outside of the big cities. What an
adventure it will be.”

8:02pm Jane added a life event to her timeline.

“Arielle Aryah wrote on your Wall.

Jane Smith
Traveled

7:52pm Alex Hollander posted a photo to Jane Smith’s Wall.